Preliminary evidence of asymmetry in uncomfortable loudness levels after unilateral hearing aid experience: evidence of functional plasticity in the adult auditory system.
The aim of the study was to compare uncomfortable loudness levels (ULLs) in a group of adults before and after unilateral hearing aid experience. Twelve participants presented with a symmetrical hearing loss consistent with natural ageing. Pure tones were presented to each ear separately, commencing at 60 dB HL and increased in 5-dB step sizes until ULL was reached. The post-fitting ULLs were typically measured three years after fitting. Hearing thresholds were symmetrical and remained unchanged after fitting. Mean ULL values were symmetrical before fitting. The mean ULL values increased (i.e. greater tolerance) in both ears after fitting; however, the increase was greatest in the fitted ear: 14.5 and 7 dB at 2000-4000 Hz in the fitted and not-fitted ear, respectively. A separate two-factor repeated ANOVA (ear and frequency) was performed on the pre and post-fitting ULL data. There was no statistically significant difference for ear (p > 0.05) when comparing the pre-fitting ULLs. However, there was a statistically significant difference for ear (p < 0.01) when comparing post-fitting ULLs. The underlying mechanism for the asymmetry is unknown but it is consistent with learning induced reorganization within the auditory system.